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Abstract - The application of marine geophysics and GIS techniques to the characterization of benthic habitats has 
increased the ability of fisheries managers to assess distribution and habitat types beyond common practices. We report 
upon a 150 kHz sidescan sonar survey offshore of Kruzof Island, Alaska undertak:en to characterize rockfish (Sebastes) 
habitat. Using GIS, MapGrafix and Map*Factory we determined the percentage of seafloor cover that exists in our survey 
area. Bathymetry in the study area was determined with sidescan interferometry. All XYZ data were gridded using Surfer 
and plotted in shaded relief, bathymetric contour, and 3-dimensional formats. Contoured bathymetry was used as an over- 
lay in MapGrafix. Small sub-areas were extracted from the bathymetric data for closer study, and gridded in Surfer. Areas 
of the mosaic where backscatter patterns were not distinct were verified with hand samples and video collected with the 
submersible Delta. The use of submersibles for verification of interpreted lithologies and surface textures enables a high 
degree of accuracy for the interpretations. Lithotypes were lumped into larger groups based on morphology and fish asso- 
ciations with different morphologies verified using the submersible. The accuracy of digital maps from high-resolution 
sidescan sonar data allows a close quantification of the area1 extents of these important features, directing the application 
of management strategies to critical areas.0 1999 Ifremer / CNRS / 1R.D / Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS 
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RCsumC - Cartographie des habitats marins par sondage B balayage latCra1 de haute r&solution. La gestion des 
peches dispose maintenant des techniques de la geophysique marine et des systemes d’information geographique (SIG) 
pour caracteriser la repartition et le type des habitats benthiques. Le present travail porte sur l’habitat des sebastes, observe 
par sonar a balayage lateral a 150 kHz au large de l’ile Kruzof en Alaska. Le pourcentage de la surface occupee a CtC deter- 
mine par SIG, MaxGrafix et Map Factory ; la bathymetric a CtC Ctablie par interfdrometrie a balayage lateral. Les coor- 
don&es XYZ ont CtC entrees par Surfer, le relief est represente en ombres et isobathes, en trois dimensions. Les isobathes 
ont Cte recouvertes par Map Grafix. Certains petits secteurs ont CtC extraits des donntes bathymetriques pour une etude 
detaillee et cartographies par Surfer. Des zones de la mosdique ou les schemas n’etaient pas nets ont &tC controlees sur des 
prelbvements et observees par video B l’aide du submersible Delta. L’utilisation de submersibles pour verifier la nature des 
roches et la structure des surfaces apporte une grande precision dans l’interpretation ; les differents types ont 6tC reunis en 
groupes fond& sur la morphologie. Les associations de poissons de morphologies differentes ont Cte verifiees par sub- 
mersible. La precision des cartes digitales obtenues par sondage a balayage lateral ,9 haute resolution permet de quantifier 
precisement l’extension geographique de ces caracteristiques importantes, orientant l’application des strategies de gestion 
vers les secteurs critiques. 0 1999 Ifremer / CNRS / IRD / Editions scientifiques et medicales Elsevier SAS 
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1. INTRODUCTiON 

The continental shelf off Mt. Edgecumbe, southern Kruzof 
Island (figure I), was surveyed in July of 1996 using a 
150 kHz AMS digital sidescan sonar by Williamson and 
Associates of Seattle, as part of an Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game project to map essential fish habitats in the 
Gulf of Alaska. As described by the US Congress in the 
Magnusson-Stevens Act of 1996 and 1997, relevant man- 
agement agencies were required to establish a protocol to 
map all essential fish habitats, to facilitate closer and more 
accurate management of areas that could affect commer- 
cially valuable fisheries. Traditional management methods 

have relied on ocean survey charts, catch per unit effort 
reports, and isolated submersible transects in each manage- 
ment area to estimate the extent of different habitats. The 
traditional methods are usually limited to gross descrip- 
tions of habitats with some interpolation between disparate 
locations of submersible dive transects or seafloor samples. 

Using modem geophysical techniques and a Geographic 
Information System (GIS) the area1 extent of rocky mega- 
habitat in this management area was accurately deter- 
mined, and further resolved into eight different types of 
potentially significant mesohabitats. Each habitat type 
was visually identified on the sonar mosaic based on 

I \FiQ.4,5,7 %&a Sound 

Figure 1. Index Map of Alaska, showing the study area in the Gulf of Alaska and Kruzof Island. Subsequent figure locations are indicated. 
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Figure 2. Digitally corrected sidescan sonar image of basalt flow from southern portion of field area. White represents acoustic shadow. Total 
image width 1 000 m (500 m per channel). 

unique backscatter patterns. The intensity and pattern of 
sonar backscatter is determined by lithology, density of 
the rock unit, and topographic expression. Sandy or 
muddy substrates with few reflectors appear grey and 
homogeneous, while different rocky outcrops can have 
very distinct patterns. The sharp compressional ridges 
and smooth lava ponding and collapsed supply tubes of a 
basalt flow from t!he southern portion @gure 2) are dis- 
tinct and very different from the glacially-smoothed and 
well-weathered granitic body in the northern portion 
(figure 3) of the field area. 

Visual comparison of the backscatter patterns was used to 
establish initial habitat areas on the sonar mosaic, in 
combination with Iestimates of habitat potential based on 
surface roughness. The backscatter patterns were veri- 

fied with hand samples, extensive video archives, and 
direct observation collected from the submersible Delta. 
After verification, initial estimates of habitat types based 
solely on backscatter patterns were revised for the final 
maps.. 

The lithology of the different bottom outcrops and debris 
piles controls the ruggedness and morphology, which 
define the potential importance as a habitat or refugia for 
rockfish (Genus Scbastes), one of the most significant 
commercial fisheries in South East Alaska. Critical areas 
within the larger essential fish habitat such as nurseries 
and juvenile fish habitat areas are especially important 
areas for conservation efforts, and can be effectively 
managed and studied more closely with accurate, highly 
detailed maps, and a geographical information system 
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tic shadow. Total image width I 000 m (500 m per channel). 

capable of integrating many disparate sets of data on an 
integrated landscape. 

2. COMPUTER LMETHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The results of the July 1996 survey include an interfero- 
metric swath bathymetric XYZ dataset and a sidescan 
sonar mosaic, and were used to interpret habitat types 
based on textural differences in backscatter pattern. Each 
type of backscatter texture and the features interpreted to 
produce the backscatter were traced onto a stable geo- 
referenced mylar overlay and assigned to a habitat type 
unit. The interpreted habitat types were digitized using 
MapGrafix, a Geographical Information System (GIS) for 
the Macintosh, and used to prepare finished map products. 
The creation of a GIS for the Mt. Edgecumbe area allowed 
inclusion of alternate data sets including NOAA bathyme- 

try, regional geology, fault maps, and historical submers- 
ible tracklines. To make an information-rich G1S the 
different information was encoded into separate layers, 
and finished maps could be extracted from the GIS as 
combinations of any of the layers. For example, rocky 
habitats are significant for rockfish, so a map was created 
Losing only rocky outcrops and the bathymetry, and also 
only volcanic rocks with bathymetry. Any combination of 
layers could be extracted to generate maps, without 
changes in precision of the map or registration between 
different layers. 

Digitizaiion was done on a PowerPC Power Macintosh 
8500/120, with a large format Summagraphics Summa- 
grid IV digitizing board. All digitizing was done in Uni- 
versal Transverse Mercator, using the original scale of the 
sonar mosaic of I:20 000 to capture all the detail. Over- 
lapping point files were eliminated at line intersections, 
and digitizing was carried out with the spaghetti method. 
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Figure 4. Map of habitats in a volcanic cone study area. 

The spaghetti method is one where closed polygons are enced and imported1 into the GIS as individual layers. The 
created after initial digitization of all line segments. By bathymetric data from sidescan interferometry were also 
only digitizing each shared line segment once, registra- used as one of many layers imported into the final map 
tion and placement errors are eliminated because adjacent products. Completed MapGrafix GIS maps were trans- 
polygons share copies of identical line segments, instead lated into Adobe Illustrator PostScript files using Map- 
of digitizing each polygon separately. The method was Trans, preserving all information about layer control, 
selected to eliminate registration errors between individ- colour, and pattern. Final corrections, scales; colour and 
ual habitat unit polygons and subsequent error in assign- legends were completed using Adobe Illustrator on the 
ing area1 extent of each unit type. Due to the large north- Macintosh. Maps were imported into Map*Factory for 
south extent of the field area (approximately 25 min of the Macintosh, a r,aster based GIS program for a quick 
latitude), the map was digitized in three separate sections determination of the area1 extent of each habitat type. 
and assembled in the GIS together seamlessly in the final Using a raster based interpretation program allowed for 
maps. Accuracy of the digitized map and control points quick summation of the area1 extent of each habitat type 
enabled ;a repeatable precision of individual points that without requiring manual corrections for the ‘island’ 
made registration of additional data sets to the interpreted polygon errors. An ‘island’ polygon is where one poly- 
map a very good fit. Other paper map products were dig- gon is completely within the area of another, and the 
itized and imported as layers into the finished MapGrafix smaller overlying polygon area must be manually sub- 
GIS. Layers included a map of regional terrestrial geol- tracted from the area of the larger one to keep the total 
ogy [2] the traces of the Fairweather Fault [ 11 and a data- area surveyed consistent. Failure to subtract islands will 
base of all Alaska Department of Fish and Game Delta make the combined total area appear numerically larger 
submersible dives in the area since 1989 were georefer- than the actual surveyed area. 
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Figure 5. Digital Elevation Mociel (DEM) of a colcanic cone study area. 10 m gridded, vertical exaggeration Sx. 

Swath bathymetric data for the fieid area was collected 
simultaneously with proprietary acoustic interference 
node analysis and tracking software, developed by 
Williamson and Associates, and corrected for navigation 
with a differential geographic positioning system (dGPS). 
In the area of Mt. Edgecumbe the differential signal 
beacon allowed location to be estimated with an accuracy 
of l-5 m. The acoustic pulse of the sidescan sonar pro- 
duces acoustic interference lobes at angles predicted by 
theoretical acoustics, with deviations from that angle 
caused by changes in the position of the reflector (the 
seafloor). Tracking information on the exact positioning 
of the fish and deflection from horizontal is stored as a 
file and used with the deviation of each of the acoustic 
lobes to generate a swath bathymetry analogue, accurate 
up to 280 m across track, on each 500 m channel. The 
interference lobes are more closely packed near the nadir, 
beam spread and decreasing interference lobe frequency 
reduces available data farther from nadir, limiting the 
maximum interference generated bathymetry to approxi- 
mately two-thirds of the total channel width. The separa- 
tion of each swath along track was determined by the 
speed of the fish over ground. For this study the ping fre- 
quency and average speed over ground resulted in 

approximately LO m resolution along track. Aii informa- 
tion about fish altitude, attitude, tracking, and position 
were digitally captured with the sidescan mosaic, and 
saved to magneto-optical media in real-time. Determina- 
tions of the scale along and across trackline were used to 
calculate an ellipsoid or anisotropic ratio, and used in the 
gridding process to ensure the gridded bathymetric 
results matched actual conditions of the shelf. 

Using Surfer on a 486 PC the navigation corrected XYZ 
data file was gridded using a kriging algorithm with a 
100 m grid, the minimum grid size Surfer would support 
with such a large data set (over 380 000 original points), 
With vertical exaggeration of 1.5 to 20x it was possible to 
make out gross features and center on areas of potential 
importance for further manipulation. Smaller areas of 
interest for closer study were identified in boxes 2 000 to 
5 000 m on a side, were extracted from the raw ungridded 
data on a SUN station, and gridded with a 5 to 10 m grid, 
yielding the maximum resolution of the swath bathy- 
metry data with much more detail. Digital elevation 
models with 3-5x vertical exaggeration were con- 
structed for many detailed study areas within the field 
area, for instance of the volcanic cone study area @gzli-e 5) 
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Figure 6. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of submarine canyons in a study area. 10 meter gridded, vertical exaggeration 3~. 

or of the submarine canyons study area cfigure 6). Sun- 
shaded relief images were complied for each study area 
figure 7). 

In August 1997, the Delta submersible was used to col- 
lect seafloor rock samples from areas where the different 
rock types were imaged with sidescan sonar, and to verify 
interpretations of the sidescan sonar mosaic. Larger scale 
study ma.ps were extracted for each of the proposed dive 
areas, to aid in reconnaissance and accurate verification 
of each habitat type in a dive area. A copy of a prepared 
dive area mosaic (e.g. figure 2) was taken with each 
observer in the submersible for direct comparison. A 
copy was also used by the person logging and directing 
the submersible transect from the bridge of the support 
vessel. The higher resolution maps were invaluable in 
verification and correction of interpreted habitats, and the 
transit of the submersible could be accurately plotted 
real-time with dGPS locations for later corrections to the 
habitat maps. When available, observers collected freshly 
exposed seafloor samples of the lithotypes making up 
each of the mesohabitats for laboratory analysis. Sample 
locations were accurately marked on the habitat map with 
dGPS location data. Direct observation and dive video 
from 1997 submersible dives, and other dives in the field 

area over the previous 8 years were invaluable in verify- 
ing and correcting the mesohabitat types established on 
the final maps. 

3. RESULTS 

The complete interpreted maps were exported to MapInfo 
and ArcInfo/ArcView formats for the Alaska Depart- 
ment of Fish and Game, which uses ArcView for GIS 
databases. The GIS databases will be important in help- 
ing support habitat management decisions, and as a base 
for additional information gathered in the managed area 
where this study vvas located. New information can be 
placed or linked to precise locations on the habitat map or 
GIS. Translation was completed through TNTMips, pow- 
erful raster and vector GIS software on an X/Windows 
platform for Mac, PC, and Unix operating systems. Using 
a GIS, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game can use 
the maps produced in this study as a base for future work 
in the area. Additional data layers such as fish catch, fish- 
ing effort, management set-asides, and future submers- 
ible dives can all be added to the basemap, and smaller 
areas can be extracted for detailed study with great accu- 
racy. The area mapped in this study is just one essential 
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Figure 7. Sun-shaded relief image of a volcanic cone study area. 10 m gridded, illumination 270” at 35” elevation, using a central difference 
scale 3.0. 

habitat management area out of the many that make up scale differences that can create a habitat area and differ- 
the mosaic of essential fish habitat management areas in entiate it from other areas that appear superficially simi- 
South East Alaska. lar on sidescan sonar imaging, 

4. CONCLUSION 
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